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Position Descriptions 

 

Agent 1 - Codename Thomas Paine  

Much like the man who bears his codename, Agent Paine is a prolific writer, pamphleteer, 

and propagandist for the Sons and Daughters of Liberty. Well versed in the literature of 

the French Enlightenment, Paine hopes to bring the ideas of liberte, egalite, and fraternite 

to the Dominion through the distribution of leaflets, pamphlets, and any other form of 

printed media. While he is in control of printing presses, he understand the dangers of 

these assets, especially in the eyes of the British Government. From his time living in 

Paris, Paine has established multiple contacts in the French Government, specifically in 

the French Foreign Ministry, as well as several well-known French businessmen. He sees 

independence as common sense for the Dominion, and will do everything it takes to 

achieve this goal, regardless of the consequences.  

 

Agent 2 - Joseph Warren 

Being the only agent with a background in medicine, Agent Warren serves as the de facto 

medical advisor for the group. As one of the most respected doctors in the Dominion, he 

has connections with every major hospital in the area, as well as top medical researchers 

at colleges and universities. Agent Warren deserves this level of respect - he is one of the 

top medical minds of his generation. Besides being one of the most well-known and 

sought-after doctors in the region, Agent Warren also has ties to the military left over 

from when he served in the Colonial Wars just a decade before. While he originally 



enlisted out of love and veneration for Great Britain, his sentiments have certainly soured, 

especially after the way British regulars treated colonial units. Because of this, Agent 

Warren views independence as a necessity and a precursor to freedom.  

 

Agent 3 - John Paul Jones 

An avid sailor, Agent Jones’s life revolves around the sea. Born into a fisherman’s family, 

Jones quickly developed his ‘sea legs’ while helping his dad retrieve rockfish in the 

Chesapeake Bay. For Agent Jones, the sea is a lifestyle, hobby, and dear companion, 

providing him a place of reflection and solitude. After his father passed away, Jones took 

over the family business, helping expand it from the Chesapeake Bay to the Outer Banks, 

the Delaware Watershed, and even up to New York Harbor. His negative feelings 

towards the British began at sea, as the government began limiting the travel of 

Dominion-based fisheries in favor of British companies. This is what pushed Jones to join 

the Sons and Daughters of Liberty. Despite his sentiments towards the British, he really 

doesn’t trust anyone, including other countries like France and Spain who have strong 

commercial interests in the Atlantic Ocean.  

 

Agent 4 - Robert Morris 

As CFO of Bank of Dominion (BoD for short), Agent Morris is one of the main funding 

arms for the Sons and Daughters of Liberty. Coming from a wealthy family, Morris has 

helped fund the militarization of the Sons and Daughters, as well as their propaganda 

efforts in the Dominion and beyond. However, just because Morris funds these projects 



doesn’t give him complete power over the purse. He is not the only financier of the group, 

and any major unilateral action with these finances would certainly result in his expulsion 

from the group. Beside finance, Morris’s position in BoD has a plethora of connections in 

the Dominion and London - the financial capital of the world. However strong these ties 

may be, Morris still resents the British government and hopes for independence. He has 

great faith in the Sons and Daughters, believing that, with his financial help, they can 

achieve this goal.  

 

Agent 5 - Caesar Rodney 

Due to his military background, Caesar Rodney is one of the chief military advisors of the 

Sons and Daughters. Fighting in Africa, Oceania, Asia, and even the American Frontier, 

Rodney has the most military experience, giving him significant clout when conducting 

operations against the British government. Hailing from the Dominion, he also has 

excellent knowledge of the geography and topography of the Mid-Atlantic, making him a 

valuable asset. While fighting for the British, Agent Rodney got used to insurgent groups 

and asymmetric tactics. He understands not only how to conduct guerrilla warfare, but 

also British counterinsurgency tactics, making him extremely useful to the body. Despite 

his success on the battlefield, Rodney was discharged from the British military, only 

reinforcing  his hatred for the Crown. He still has contacts in the British military, which 

can be used liberally.  

 

 



 

Agent 6 - Charles Thomson 

Agent Thomson received his Ph.D in Political History from Oxford University. During his 

time at Oxford, he became a world-leading expert in political revolutions of the late 18th 

and early 19th Centuries. He was hired to Harvard University’s history staff in 2003, 

where he worked as a lecturer until 2005. He served a brief stent working in the Boston 

municipal government, and has experience in civil governance. He rejoined Harvard 

University faculty in 2008, and received full tenure in 2015. His current role within the 

Sons & Daughters of Liberty is somewhat similar to Historian, serving to provide 

extensive knowledge of the organization’s early days. He has extensive connections to 

youth organizations in the city of Boston, and has 4.9 out of 5 on RateMyProfessor. He 

desires to see the history that he has spent so long studying become a reality.  

 

Agent 7 - Josiah Bartlett 

Agent Josiah Bartlett is a Circuit Court Judge for the City of Baltimore. He presides over 

both civil and criminal cases, using common law doctrine to decide the outcome of these 

cases. Being a man of the law, he has extensive knowledge of the British legal system and 

has many thoughts of what a new American legal system could look like. He has served as 

a circuit court judge for 18 years, and is well known for his integrity. For the Sons & 

Daughters of Liberty, his role has been akin to that of an Inspector General - he has 

previously uncovered British spies who had infiltrated the organization and was able to 

cut off their connections before the identities of many of his fellow SDL members were 



uncovered. He has a strong moral compass, which makes him stand strong when the 

organization has ethical discussions regarding the direction the organization should take. 

 

Agent 8 - Thomas Nelson 

Agent Thomas Nelson had a long and meritorious career with the British Colonial 

Auxiliary Forces, serving as a Captain in the 2nd Regiment of the Colonial Marines 

stationed in British North Africa. He saw combat fighting against guerrilla insurgencies, 

and has extensive knowledge of counter-insurgent tactics (as well as guerrilla warfare 

tactics). He lost his leg during a routine patrol mission, where an Improvised Explosive 

Device (IED) detonated near his vehicle. He received an honorable discharge, with special 

distinction from his Majesty the Crown. Post-war life did not treat him well. He suffered 

from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, eventually falling into drinking and alcoholism. He 

met a Member of the SDL at an alcoholics anonymous meeting, and was eventually able to 

find structure and purpose by joining the organization. He provides extensive military 

knowledge to the organization, and works as a tax collector on the side (he hates the job).  

 

Agent 9 - John Witherspoon 

Agent John Witherspoon is a man of God. Having been brought up in a staunchly 

presbyterian household, he rejects the British Anglican Church doctrine. He leads a 

several-hundred strong congregation outside of Philadelphia. His sermons often 

disseminate the innate and God-given rights of mankind, including life, liberty and the 

pursuit of happiness. He is extremely well-versed in the history of the failed American 



Revolution, as well as the history of Puritanism in the New World. He is a big proponent 

of religious freedom, and believes in a clearly-defined separation of church and state (for 

moral reasons). Within the SDL, he has served an informal role as chaplain, and has been 

a key player in debates on the direction the organization should take. Witherspoon is 

extremely skeptical of central governments, and has long been an opponent of what he 

calls the “British Occupation” of sovereign American territory. 

 

Agent 10 - Betsy Ross 

Agent Ross is a historian who studied archaeology for her undergraduate studies, and 

specialized in Vexillology (the study of flags) for her graduate studies. She has written 

numerous publications on the importance of symbols to popular movements. She has 

served as an informal director for media and design for the SDL, and provides crucial 

insights to the SDL propaganda machine. She is a vocal supporter of Independence 

against the British, which has attracted the attention of British. A number of her 

publications have been censored, and she has suspected that her mail is being intercepted 

and read by the British. Ross has a strong personality, and is not afraid to disagree with 

others. This trait is simultaneously one of her greatest strengths and one of her greatest 

weaknesses. She owns her own tailor shop on the side, where she tailors very high quality 

suits.  

 

 

 



Agent 11 - Samuel Chase 

Agent Samuel Chase is a public defendant, practicing law in South Carolina. He has been 

characterized by many as an “ambulance chaser”, even though he does not practice in civil 

court cases. His ability to manipulate the British Common law system has earned him a 

well deserved reputation for his oratory skills. He has served an informal role within the 

SDL as session speaker, though he will not be serving this role in the upcoming meeting 

of the SDL. He runs an upstart radio talk show, Intro Wars, where he discusses 

conspiracy theories and the British colonial occupation of the Dominion. Agent Chase has 

extensive experience in public governance, and is very familiar with the British system of 

governance. His knowledge and speaking ability makes him a valuable asset to the SDL. 

 

Agent 12 - John Jay 

Agent John Jay began his career in business as a venture capitalist. This job required him 

to be ruthless in evaluating potential partners. He learned from a fairly young age the 

importance of loyalty. After spending 15 years as a VC, he went into a journalist career, 

working for the Wall Street journal. He has extensive knowledge of economics and sound 

business practices. This has earned him the informal role of treasurer for the SDL. He is 

extremely well educated, receiving a B.A. in Economics from Princeton, and later 

studying at the London School of Economics for postgraduate study. His no-nonsense 

approach to the SDL organizational structure has allowed the organization to succeed and 

prosper during the short time that he has been involved. He is well respected amongst his 

peers, and provides critical insights to the organization. 



 

Agent 13 - John Andre 

In his mid-twenties, Agent Andre was falsely accused of murdering a British officer in 

Pennsylvania, and as a result was imprisoned for twenty years. Throughout his childhood 

Andre had strong pro-British sentiments, but following twenty years of false 

imprisonment, his view of the British government has turned sour. As a result, Agent 

Andre has been using the extensive prison network that he has formed to establish a 

growing presence amongst a young generation of enraged, ignored individuals. He is 

incredibly active on social media, maintaining 1.2 million followers on Twitter where he 

campaigns incessantly against the overbearing British judiciary system.  

 

 

Agent 14 - Paul Revere 

Truck Driver by Day; Smuggler by Night. This is the life that Agent Revere has been 

living ever since he joined the Sons and Daughters. Not knowing much about their 

grievances or whereabouts, Revere joined after his close friend was suddenly arrested by 

Dominion police for “disturbing the peace”. From then on, fighting the British has been a 

personal affair. Besides smuggling items from beyond the Appalachian Mountains, Revere 

also has eyes and ears in every major port city, including Baltimore, New York, and 

Boston. His intelligence and smuggling apparati have brought him great respect from 

within the group, but due to the nature of his work, he remains very reclusive. Although 

he enjoys the company of his fellow freedom fighters, trust has not followed. Regardless, 



he will do (literally) anything to push the British out of the Americas and establish an 

independent nation.   

 

 

 

Agent 15 - Benjamin Edes 

Often considered a “muckraker” of sorts, Agent Benjamin Edes is an extremely talented 

journalist from Boston. He is the chief editor of the Boston Gazette, and his provided a 

critical role in the stirring anti-British sentiment amongst the population in Boston-proper. 

He is well known for his investigation of the City Mayor, Will Clinten, who was allegedly 

having an affair with members of his staff. Edes is an extremely effective part of the SDL 

propaganda machine, and has previously served as chair of recruitment for the 

organization. He has plans to expand the organization’s outreach, but is weary of British 

infiltration. His experience in investigative journalism makes him an effective vetter for 

new members of the organization; although, he is aware that a better process needs to be 

put in place to allow for larger scaling of the organization. 

 

Agent 16 - John Hancock 

Incredibly outspoken and bold, Agent John Hancock is best known for his personality. He 

has made quite a bit of money through what he would describe as “legitimate business” or 

“innovative capitalist solutions”. His smuggling operations have earned him a reputation 

with British law enforcement. Fortunately, Hancock has invested large sums of money in 



hiring a sound legal team to represent his business interests. Agent Hancock is an 

outspoken critic of the British Crown, and has openly called for the Dominion’s 

Independence from British tyranny. His status as a smuggler has harmed his reputation 

with the public, which has made it easy for the British regional governors to write off 

Hancock as a criminal and a scoundrel. Within the SDL, he has served an important role 

in distributing critical supplies through the Dominion. He has development supply caches, 

and safe houses all across the Dominion for use by the SDL. His operations at the moment 

are sufficient for the current size of the organization, but will need to be scaled up as 

recruiting into the SDL increases. 

 

Agent 17 - Patrick Henry 

The most articulate speaker of the group, Agent Henry doesn’t have a problem filling a 

room with his words. As a debater in college, Henry was a champion on the national and 

international circuit, mostly for his aggressive speaking style and strong argumentation 

skills. These attributes certainly aided him through law school, where he graduated 

summa cum laude and was offered a job at Virginia’s most prestigious law firm. While 

working there, Agent Henry developed a distaste not only for the Dominion 

establishment, but the Crown, as well, forcing him to join the SDL. He serves as the 

group’s “inside man” when it comes to the Dominion’s financial and political elite, 

allowing him to siphon crucial intel about the British and Dominion governments. While 

his role in the SDL is rather informal, he truly knows how to rile up a crowd, making him 

a necessary and beneficial asset to the group. 



   

Agent 18 - Margaret Corbin 

As a former Officer in the Royal Navy, Agent Corbin is the chief expert on naval and 

amphibious warfare in the SDL. While on the HMS Providence, Corbin fought against 

Spanish ships, French ships, and even Pirates off the coast of West Africa - all in the 

name of the British Crown. Despite her success at sea, she was discharged from the force 

for “undisclosed reasons”, infuriating her enough to make her join the SDL. While the 

SDL really doesn’t have a navy at this time, Corbin is truly hoping to change that, 

especially in the event of war. Her military expertise on land and water gives her a crucial 

role in the group’s military decisions. While she is known for her naval prowess, she is 

respected for her constant bravery and courage in the face of overwhelming odds. She is 

the soul of the group, and has equal footing in all group-wide decisions.  

 

 

 

 



We appreciate your feedback about our conference. Please 
direct all inquiries and comments to our Secretary-General. 

Ankita Satpathy
Secretary-General
secretarygeneral@vamun.org

You can also contact us at the mailing address below: 

VAMUN c/o The International Relations Organization at 
the University of Virginia 
PO Box 400435 
Newcomb Hall Station Charlottesville, VA 22904-4435

Non-Affiliation Statement

Although this organization has members who are 
University of Virginia students and may have University 
employees associated or engaged in its activities and 
affairs, the organization is not a part of or an agency of the 
University. It is a separate and independent organization 
which is responsible for and manages its own activities and 
affairs. The University does not direct, supervise or control 
the organization and is not responsible for the organizations 
contracts, acts, or omissions.


